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The latest updated version of this ITS is available at the website “http://cts.skoda-auto.com/”; the company is not obliged to
notify their business partners of any ITS updates.
Therefore, we strongly recommend that everybody checks the ITS regularly. These documents take effect on the date of their
last update. When contracts are made, the applicable ITS wording shall be the one effective as at the purchase order date.
Please note: Should there be any differences between the Czech, English and German language versions of this ITS, the Czech
version shall take precedence. The Czech version is available at http://cts.skoda-auto.com/.

First release: 24. 09. 1993

 Change number: Date:               Note:

1. 01/10/1994 completely revised

2. 10/11/1995 completely revised

3. 15/12/1995 replacing sheet 2 and 4

4. 01/02/1996 Additions to ČSN-EN standards

5. 03/02/1997 replacing sheet 12, /art 5.4/

6. 30/09/1999 completely revised

7. 17/04/2001 completely revised

8. 01/02/2002 Ariel font, ŠKODA logotype

9. 10/09/2004 completely revised

10. 01/03/2008 completely revised

11. 10/02/2009 Partially revised

12. 21/12/2010 completely revised

13. 06/01/2012 completely revised

14. 10/10/2012 update of standards, partially revised

15. 15/11/2013 Section no. 16 updated

16. 20/10/2014 completely revised

17. 01/11/2016 Update of standards

18. 11/08/2017 update of articles 4.9, 6.6

19. 01/07/2018 update of article 4.9

20.                           2018-12-13                   update of articles 2.3, 4.9, 14.1, 15.7

http://cts.skoda-auto.com/
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1. General Requirements

1.1. The Supplier is responsible for the correct functionality of the machine and for compliance with all relevant EU
Guidelines, government decrees, regulations and technical standards in the country of installation, which are
applicable on the equipment.

1.2. The Supplier has to comply with these regulations, applicable on the day of the signing of the contract:
· ITS ŠKODA AUTO a.s., http://cts.skoda-auto.com/

 For electrical machinery and equipment, especially:
– ITS 1.01 General technical conditions,
–  ITS 1.05 Information systems and technologies,
– ITS 1.09 Outlets, shut-off devices,
– ITS 5.11 Electric assembly and installation
– ITS 5.13 Control technology.

· Requirements and detailed specifications for equipment design in the form of technical submission, issued for
a particular part of production or a project.

· Appraisal and risk minimization according to ČSN EN ISO 12100 and documents created hereby are part of the
machine delivery.

· The appraisal od safety controls of the machine has to be performed, according to ČSN EN ISO 13849-1,2, be
performed using the Sistema programme. The created files have to be completely provided together with the
equipment documentation. Other methods of appraisal are permitted only after agreement with ŠKODA AUTO
a.s. expert department.

1.3. Compliance with regulations, in the sense of ČSN EN 60204-1 Iss.2 and ČSN 33 2000-X-XX, applicable to electric
machinery equipment, machinery and fixtures, which are not manually portable during work, powered from
electrical sources with nominal voltage between wires (phases) up to 1000V~ and 1500V=

1.4. The supplier has to ensure, according to ČSN EN 60204-1, Iss. 2
· Security of persons and property.
· Trouble-free production.
· Service life and economy during operation.
· Ease of maintenance.

1.5. The supplier, after receiving an order, prior to starting the installation on the Customer's location of installation, has
to submit relevant documents, specified in the submission, or in agreed scope, such as installation plans,
implementation plans, assembly plans, schedules and personnel appointment schedule. In case of changes in the
electrical equipment, the modified documents have to be submitted again for written approval to the relevant
department of ŠKODA AUTO a.s.

1.6. The  Supplier  is  obliged  to  familiarize  himself  on  relevant  standards,  local  decrees  and  customs  for  the
particular manufacturing equipment. After expansion or modification of the current manufacturing sets the
Supplier is obliged to comply with regulations relevant for the particular type of production and is responsible
for  the  overall  functionality  of  the  machine. The  Supplier's  customer  service  has  to  be  available  for  the
maintenance works during the guarantee period. The service period has to be part of the bid as a binding promise.
In case of problems with compliance with the technical submission and local customs, the Supplier is obliged to
inform the expert departments of ŠKODA AUTO a.s. immediately, propose, consult and submit the solution for
approval.

1.7. The documents submitted by the expert departments to the Supplier may not be copied or made available to a
third party or otherwise appraised without a consent of the Client. ŠKODA AUTO a.s. will obtain free-of-charge,
exclusive, irrevocable, without limitation of territory and time, sublicensed user rights to the results of the work,
performed by the Supplier based on this order for ŠKODA AUTO a.s.

1.8. All operational equipment may be operated only below limit values, specified by the manufacturer and nominal
element values may not be permanently exceeded. It does not apply to limit values for voltage, current,
temperature, impact protection, vibrations, oil mist, liquid fumes and other physical values.

1.9. No agents,  harmful to the environment and health,  may be used (e.g.  FC-carbohydrates,  asbestos etc.).  No silicon
and Teflon based materials may be used in the production equipment. Teflon based products may be used only
with the consent of ŠKODA AUTO a.s.

http://cts.skoda-auto.com/
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1.10. After submission a presentation of the mechanical concept, detailed expert negotiations between the Supplier and
relevant expert department have to take place. The control concept, including EMERGENCY STOP circuits,
protective grills, start-up circuits and modes of operation have to be approved prior to commencement of
construction by a relevant expert department. The responsibility for the complete concept, its implementation,
installation and functionality is born by the Supplier according to the legislation in force.

1.11. In  case  of  extension  or  modifications  of  the  current  equipment  the  Supplier  is  responsible  for  the  overall
functionality of the equipment, subject to extension or modification. In case of reconstruction of the current
equipment/machinery all unusable components have to be removed and the documentation has to be modified
accordingly. The scope of modifications of the current machinery and its character will be assessed by an expert
department of ŠKODA AUTO a.s.  In case the proposed modification have the character of reconstruction or a new
delivery of machinery and incomplete machinery to the current machinery, the manufacturer or his authorized
representative will prepare, prior to commissioning of the machinery, the EU declaration of conformity in
compliance with the European Parliament and Council Directive 2006/42/ES (identical with government decree no.
176/2008 Coll.) according to the appendix II section 1 part A, and will ensure, that this declaration is attached to the
machinery. The acceptance by the competent expert department is necessary.

2. Nominal voltages, safeguarding and protection

2.1. Protection against electric touch as per ČSN EN 60204 – 1 ed.2, chap.  6.

2.2. The wiring has to be protected especially against short circuit, against thermal as well as dynamic effects of short-
circuit currents according to ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2, ČSN 33 2000-5-52 iss. 2, ČSN 33 2000-4-43 iss. 2, ČSN 33 2000-4-
41 iss. 3, ČSN EN 60909-0 and against mutual interference (EMC). The appliances, especially electric motors, have to
be protected also against overloading, the protection elements have to be installed on all phase conductors. Zero
conductor protection ensured according to ČSN 33 2000-4-43 iss. 2.

2.3. Main circuit connection (connection point, voltage level) is determined by the competent expert department of the
relevant ŠKODA AUTO a.s. plant. The Supplier may not rely on suppositions and assumptions regarding the network,
but has to plan his equipment and implement it according to the submission of ŠKODA AUTO a.s.
The expert department has to clarify and determine the following issues, e.g.:
· line voltage,
· network type (e.g. TN-C or TN-S)
· introduction of power supply from the top or from the bottom into the distribution box,
· the size of the cable eye of the connected line.
· Required protection and supply line cross section

The sequence of phases of all low-voltage equipment, including three-phase outlets, is: L1-L2-L3 (right rotating
field)

Assignment of conductors in cables to potentials has to be performed as follows:
· brown (L1)
· black (L2)
· grey (L3)
· blue (N)
· green/yellow (PE)

Two weeks after contract submission the Supplier has to state for each needed line connection the expected
reference (15-minute) power and connection power, in order to determine the connection points for the necessary
supplies (ev. parallel supply cable) for line supply. No terminals, connectors or other connections inside the cable
channels may be used.

2.4. Welding network
The Supplier should clarify with the competent expert department, whether in the plant there is a specialized
welding network along with general network, for resistance welding equipment (three-phase alternating current
network 3/PEN AC 400V such as TN-C or 3/N/PE AC 690V such as TN-S).
The welding equipment is powered using AC 400V 50Hz.
· Connecting lines for networks 400V: two phase conductors and protective conductor (PE).
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· Connecting lines for networks 690 V: one phase conductors, neutral conductor (N) and protective conductor
(PE).

Reactive power compensation
In the design it  is  necessary to specify,  whether from technical  and economical  point of view it  is  suitable to use

individual, group or
central compensation. Or whether a mixed compensation is necessary eventually. Overcompensation, or capacity
operational conditions of the equipment are not acceptable (risk of increased voltage).

Induction equipment
In case the reactive power 10kVAr of operational equipment, which represents induction loading (e.g. three-phase
motors and coils) in the entire operational scope, is exceeded, the minimum reactive power (with three-phase
motors reactive power while idling) should be compensated to achieve in the entire operational scope the phase
shift coefficient cos φ   in value of 0.95 < cos  φ  < 1.  It does not apply for automatic sprinkler equipment.

Drives with regulated speed
In case of use of generators with higher harmonic frequencies, e.g. any type of converters, for all operational modes
(quadrants I. to IV., assessment power and partial load) the supplier has to observe, guarantee and, upon request of
the expert department prove by measurement the phase shift coefficient cos φ > in limit values 0.95 < cos φ < 1 and
power factor λ (lambda) in limit values 0.90 < λ < 1.

The result may be graphically illustrated and submitted to the expert department. The calculations during sizing
have to be supported by measurement after commissioning. The measurement composition, operational conditions
and results are part of the equipment documentation.

EMC resistance
Electrical and electronic equipment, safety modules, SPS controls etc. have to be designed to withstand voltage
changes and interference pulses in ŠKODA AUTO a.s. lines, according to applicable standards.

General terms: during the design of the circuit, structural and technology solution of the system the interference
signals have to be suppressed at the source. Use of exceedingly high power, voltage and current levels of the
processed signals is not permitted. The generated interference signals have to be disposed of as close to their
place of origin as possible. Hereinafter EMC (Electro-Magnetic Compatibility).

The spread of interference signals through the lines has to be limited by the introduction of interference filters and
overvoltage protection. Reduce the induction electro-magnetic linkage by suitable arrangement of conductors, its
shielding or twisting, spatial separation of sources and recipients of the noise. Data lines have to be at least 25cm
away from power lines, if they are separated by a metallic (shielding) partition, we multiply this distance by the
coefficient of 1.01. It is necessary to observe the guidelines for arrangement of grounding system (low impedance
of  grounding,  reduction  of  coils  of  the  grounding  lines,  separation  of  power  systems,  all  supply  lines  in  TNS-S
system etc.).

In  case  of  frequency  converters,  due  to  EMC  compliance,  the  use  of  the  following  components  has  to  be
considered:
· Line filter - prevents reverse influence on the line (interference of harmonic frequencies).
· Line reactance coil - protects the frequency converter from overvoltage spikes on the line.
· Output filter - harmonizes the output alternating voltage of the frequency converter to a sinusoidal wave.
· Output reactance coil - prevents interference from the environment.
· Electrical wiring - always according to manufacturer's guidelines and project regulations.
· Wiring and accessories - has to be executed with grounded shielding in compliance with the manufacturer's

instructions.
· EMC Module - for certain manufacturers the line filter integrates input and output reactance coil in one

housing.

2.5. Voltage failure protection
After voltage failure or interruption the equipment, upon voltage supplied is reintroduced, has to be capable of safe
start-up  using  the  control  panel,  and  to  continue  operation.  No  loss  of  function  or  loss  of  data  in  memory  is
permitted, see ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2. Back-up power source (UPS) has to be installed for PC-systems or PC-based
control systems (PC-PLC) to ensure this condition. The period of maintenance of the prescribed voltage for supply
of these control circuits has to be specifies in the design phase, each technology has different time requirements
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for data back-up and correct power-down. The charged condition of the batteries has to be shown on the control
panel. The particular model of UPS has to be approved by ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert department.

The use of low voltage protection for machinery has to be consulted with ŠKODA AUTO a.s. In case of temporary
loss of voltage and subsequent recovery of voltage supply the uncontrolled start-up of motors, mechanisms or
other equipment, driven pneumatically or hydraulically, has to be prevented. These conditions always have to be
signalled on the control panel.

2.6. Safeguarding and protection
Protection against electric injury has to comply with ČSN EN 60204-1 ed. 2, chap. 6.:
· Protection against a dangerous contact with live parts,
· Protection against dangerous contact with dead parts.

The protective circuit comprises of protective wires or conductive structural parts of the machine (metal
safeguards). All applicable metallic parts of the electrical equipment, including the machine’s frame, must have
conductive and visible connection. All connection points and protective terminals have to be visibly marked
according to ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2. No contacts of switches, sensors or fuses may be integrated into the protective
circuit.  The design and layout of the protective protection has to comply with ČSN EN 60204-1 iss.  2 Art.  8.2.  The
contact resistance of at least 0.1Ω has to be ensured at all times.

Extensive machinery requires precise specification of position of the grounding strips in the equipment. This has to
be reflected in the design documents and approved by the client in advance. In case of removal of a certain part for
repair or any other reason the protective circuit may not be interrupted for parts, which remain on the machine.
Metallic houses may not be used as protective conductors, but have to be connected with the protective conductor.
The instruments mounted on doors, movable safeguards and covers, have to reliably connected with the protective
circuit, except instruments for safe voltage. In case electrical equipment is installed on doors, cover or a safeguard,
the grounding potential has to be connected using a wire or a strip to the grounding terminal on the moving part.
The  limit  position  of  the  door  or  cover  may  not  be  secured  using  the  grounding  potential  conductor.  It  will  be
secured using e.g. a chain, cable etc.

The terminal and the grounding bolt for connection of the supply protective wire has to be marked:
· protective grounding symbol
· PE letters and a circle with green/yellow colour combination

Protection
The safety  current  circuits  may  not  branch  from the  disconnected  part  of  the  current  circuit  into  other,  e.g.  input
current circuit.

Overcurrent protection equipment
Where possible, use circuit breakers instead of fuses.

Values for rating and set-up of the overcurrent protection equipment
In case of the use of several safety devices connected in line, selective switching capability has to be ensured. The
guidelines for protection and safeguarding of motors see chapter 9.4.

2.7. Overvoltage protection
Overvoltage protection for distribution boxes
The equipment has to be protected by a chain of overvoltage protection, which serves the purpose of gradual
reduction of the energy of the overvoltage size to a level, safe for the equipment. Level II. to III. overvoltage
protection has to be used on the input into the distribution box, based on the technology design. The use of
overvoltage protection has to be consulted with expert department of ŠKODA AUTO a.s. The condition of the
overvoltage protection has to be signalled on the control panel. In case no special control panel is installed, then in
electrical cabinet.

Control system overvoltage protection
For control system, robot control, industrial PC and other electronic devices etc. the level III. overvoltage protection
(PO) is necessary, eventually level IV (based on calculation). The overvoltage protection has to protect the power
supply of the control system and its inputs or outputs everywhere, where the undesirable interference may occur
(e.g. due to the length of line, wiring along the interference source, e.g. around a frequency converter or a motor
controlled by a frequency converter etc.)Installing a wire protected by PO ("clean!) in close proximity of an PO
unprotected wire ("dirty"). PO and EMC versions have to be approved by expert department of ŠKODA AUTO a.s.
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3. Machine's emergency stop, emergency power-down, STOP function, main switch

3.1. The  functional  aspects  of  the  emergency  stop  are  stipulated  by  ČSN  EN  ISO  13850  and  ČSN  EN  60204-1  iss.  2.
Electrical equipment of the machine has to be fitted with device, which is capable of stopping the entire machine as
fast as possible and to comply with the requirements of ČSN EN ISO 13849-1 and ČSN EN ISO 12100.

3.2. Emergency stop
· In all functional modes this function has to be superior to all other functions and operations, see ČSN EN

60204-1 iss. 2.
· The activation of the safety element function (emergency stop controller, safety barrier etc.) has to be

signalled on the control panel. In case of larger equipment, where it is not easy to recognize which element is
activated (conveyors, welding lines etc.), central overview panel or beacon signal has to be used, eventually
another information device. This always has to be specified in the project submission. Signal of emergency
stop is in red colour, safety optical barriers in yellow. Other signals of dangerous movements (such as jamming
of the pneumatic, hydraulic cylinder or other mechanism) has to be signalled in orange, see project
specification.

· Upon bridging of a safety device (safety optical barrier, safety door etc.) the automatic operation has to be
prevented, see ČSN EN ISO 13849-1, ČSN EN ISO 12100. The machine has to be fitted with a device for
selection of this mode by a key switch, see ITS 1.09.

3.3. Repeated start-up of the machine is possible after pressing or switching the control element on the operator's
panel, sounding a signal (for large and hard-to-overview equipment, e.g. line, conveyor etc.) and termination of the
light signalisation. Has to be consulted with ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert department.

3.4. Main Switch
Master switch (see ČSN EN 60204-1 iss.2) has to comply, among others, with the following requirements:
· Its handle has to accessible outside the distribution box. In case automatic disconnector is used, the controls

have to be accessible outside the distribution box.
· The input terminals have to be fitted with warning sign "Warning dangerous voltage even with master switch

turned off". The input terminals have to be marked by an applicable symbol according to ČSN and safeguarded
against touch.

If the master switch is not used as emergency machine stop as well, its handle may not be red (has to be black or
grey).

The handle of the master switch has to be easily accessible at the height of 0.8m to 1.4m above ground or above
the access plane (preferred height 1m). The design of the master switch has to enable locking in the OFF position,
bracket diameter 8mm. The interlock of the door with the master switch in ON position may not be activated (the
distribution box door may be opened in position 0 and I).

Circuits not disconnected by the master switch:
· permanent warning label (labels) has to be suitably placed in the vicinity of the master switch,
· adequate warning has to be included in the operator's manual,
· A warning plate has to be placed in the vicinity of each non-disconnectable circuit or the non-disconnectable

circuit has to be separated from other circuits,
· the wires of the non-disconnectable circuit have to be marked with orange colour.

3.5. Connection to power source
The power cables have to comply with the requirements of ČSN EN 50565-1,2. Testing of power cables and wires
has to be conducted in compliance with ČSN 34 7010-82. All power wires and cables have to have increased
resistance against flame propagation according to ČSN EN 60332-3.

We recommend the electrical equipment is connected to a single source of power. The machine has to be
connected  to  a  separate  terminal  block  or  directly  to  terminals  of  the  master  switch.  The  terminals  have  to  be
labelled L1, L2, L3, zero potential N and protective conductor PE. The input terminals have to be protected against
accidental touch with warning sign WARNING dangerous voltage even with the master switch in OFF position!
For terminals L1, L2, L3 we require possible connection of a measuring device.

3.6. Operating Modes
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The mode selection may not cause a dangerous state, in ŠKODA AUTO a.s. the mode selection is required through a
function  of  a  key  switch  and  a  mode-selection  press-button,  lockable  switch,  input  code  or  a  combination  of
buttons. The mode selection itself may not switch the machine into operation, this must require a special action of
the operator. During the mode selection the guidelines in ITS 1.09 and 5.13 have to be observed. Has to be
consulted with ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert department.

3.7. Stopping functions
   Selection  of  the  stop  category  according  to  ČSN  EN  60204-1  iss.  2  has  to  be  determined  from  the  risk  analysis

protocol for the supplied equipment. Drive stop function is superior to the relevant start function. Switching off the
drive switch disconnects the voltage for the actuators, however control voltage is maintained. The design of the
switch has to enable its locking in the OFF position.

3.8. Emergency stop
Functional aspects of emergency stop are described in ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2. All risks on the equipment have to be
reflected according to ČSN EN ISO 13849-1 and current applicable legislation and assessed in a protocol.

4. Control, command and signal elements

4.1. The control  instruments,  if  feasible,  have to be located on dry and clean places.  It  has to be easily accessible for
operators and maintenance personnel. The control instruments, except foot switches and position sensors, have to
be located min. 0.4m above the access plane. Other location has to be discussed with ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert
department.

4.2. All control instruments (such as end switches, solenoids, pressure switches etc.) have to be protected against the
environment and mechanical damage and have to be connected by insertion method. All elements have to be
clearly, explicitly and indelibly marked on a solid installation plate, in the instrument and eventually on the power
supply cable to the instruments coil, in it cannot be executed in a different way.

4.3. In  case  of  control  instrument,  connected  by  a  outlet,  the  assignment  of  the  fork  to  the  outlet  has  to  be
unambiguous and confusion has to be prevented (by coding, marking).

4.4. Mechanically controlled position sensors (end switches) have to be designed and located to prevent their damage
in case of stop over travel. Connect safety function according to ITS 5.13. The sensor's trip pin has to be controlled
directly by a solid mechanical obstacle according to ČSN EN ISO 14119.

Position electro-magnetic sensors with a permanent magnet may not be used for sensing of a position of
dangerous movements, e.g. protection against a overrun, end positions of safeguards, position of voluminous arms
with pneumatic and hydraulic drive etc.

In case of high speed switching of high switching count the remote proximity sensors have to be given priority
before mechanical position sensors (end switches). These sensors have to be supplied directly by the control
voltage. Modification elements are not acceptable. Induction sensors should not be oriented with the sensing
surface horizontally up.

In the presence of moisture, oil etc. use sensors with IP68 connectors on the device. In welding plants and plants
with electromagnetic noise use only sensors resistant against this phenomenon.

Acceptable run-up speed for the position sensor may not be exceeded, see catalogue values.

4.5. Function control in automatic mode
If the fluency or safety of the operation requires precise stopping of machine parts (sliding, turn tables etc.), this
stop has to be derived from actual HW position. Position sensing of the piston rod or the piston using the position
sensors is not acceptable.

In case such pressure switch is used in a hydraulic circuit, this switch is always subject to the position sensor, which
checks the actual position of the moved part and permits the following operation. The condition of all sensors, end
switches and movements must be signalled on the control panel for easy fault diagnostics.

4.6. Pressure and temperature switches
Contact pressure switches and thermostats have to be fitted with a quick-break contact system and at least IP54
protection.

4.7. Operator's panels
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Operator's panels have to be arranged, so all movements started from it are visible by the operator. If not possible,
additional operator's panels have to be installed. Use of portable operator’s panels has to be consulted with the
client. The panel design has to comply with General ergonomic requirements - ITS 1.25.

Operator's panels have to be equipped with closing doors, safeguards with E1 locks respectively. For multiple block
only one E1 lock has to be installed, turning levers for the rest.

Arrangement of command and signal elements according to ČSN EN 60 447 iss.  2.  The sequence of press buttons
from left to right, e.g. switch-off button, switch-on button. Basic position indicator (R) on the left, working position
on the right (V). Install the emergency stop button on the bottom left if possible.

4.8. The control elements of manual switches have to be located, so they are easily accessible from the operator's
position in an ergonomic position, min. 0.7m above the operator's access plane. The control elements, switch and
light signal covers have to comply with ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2.

4.9. Emergency stop button
Red colour is reserved for buttons of these functions. It may not be covered, has to have a mushroom shape with
minimal diameter of 30mm and it has to be highlighted by a yellow background according to ČSN EN ISO 13850. The
controller (button) and its yellow background must not be marked with any text or signs.  If  a sign is required for
clarification, the used sign must comply with IEC 60417-5638. A label with the button function description and the
text EMERGENCY STOP will placed (if feasible) near the emergency stop button.

Pressing this button will disconnect the control voltage and the signal beacon will turn on, either on the
visualisation table or directly at the emergency stop element. Only equipment necessary for safe stopping of the
machine  remain  alive,  e.g.optical  elements  (light  barriers,  scanners)  as  per  ČSN  EN  62061  and  ČSN  EN  61496.
Emergency circuits comply with ČSN EN ISO 12100, ČSN EN ISO 13849-1, ČSN EN ISO 13857.

4.10. STOP function button - Stopping
This function is used for disconnection of drives and supply circuits etc. The button is black, size similar to the used
controls, see ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2. Red buttons are permitted, however we recommend they are not used in the
vicinity of the emergency action device.

4.11. START function button
Use of white buttons for these functions has priority.

4.12. Cycle Start button
White colour is used for these functions. Buttons for functions, requiring permanent depression for the entire
period of the operation, e.g. buttons for two-handed start or confirmation, have to be black, mushroom shaped.
Two-handed switching has to comply with ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2 and ČSN EN 574+A1.

Wireless control has to comply with ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2 and are subject to approval of appropriate ŠKODA AUTO
a.s. expert departments.

4.13. Button colour coding

Colour Meaning Interpretation Application Examples
RED Dangerous

Condition
Use for danger or emergency Emergency stop

Launching of emergency
functions

YELLOW Exceptional,
abnormal state

GREEN Safe State Use for preparation of normal state
BLUE Command Use for return to initial state Reset
WHITE Function launch Generally for launch of functions except

emergency shut-down
START/ON

GREY Without specific
meaning

Generally for launch of functions except
emergency shut-down

START/ON
STOP/OFF

BLACK Function switch-off Generally for switching off functions
except emergency shut-down

STOP/OFF

4.14. Signalisation colour configuration:
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In case of "Danger" (see table) or failure, the red light has to be on or flash with red light. In normal state is must be
off. Operational signalisation (state in order) shown by constant illumination, faulty state shown by flashing. The
equipment has to be fitted with a button to check the function of all light signals and indicator lights. The selection
of variants has to be discussed with ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert department. Use LED indicators.

Colour Meaning Interpretation Operator's activity
RED Dangerous Condition Dangerous conditions Immediate activity to avert the

dangerous condition (e.g. pressing the
emergency stop button)

YELLOW/
ORANGE

Abnormal
(exceptional) state

Abnormal (exceptional) conditions
Risk of critical state

Monitoring or action (e.g. recovery of
required function)

GREEN Normal state Normal conditions According to selection
BLUE Command Communication of a state requiring

the operator's action
Ordered action

WHITE Neutral Can be used anytime in case of a
doubt about the use of red, yellow,
green, blue

Monitoring and inspection

5. Auxiliary circuits

5.1. Use of transformer
Separation element has to be used for control circuits' power supply.

5.2. In machines the control circuits of individual mechanical groups have to be powered from an insulating transformer,
see  ČSN  EN  60204-1  iss.  2  and  ČSN  EN  61558-1  iss.  2.  Circuits  powered  from  a  transformer  each  branch  of  the
secondary winding, not connected with dead part of the machine, has to be protected against short circuit.

5.3. Recommended control circuit voltages
· DC voltage - 24V
· AC voltage (50Hz) - 230V

5.4. Ground connection or connection with dead part of the machine in case of a fault of any part of the control circuit
may not cause unexpected movement of the machine of its part or prevent its stopping. Therefore one side of the
control circuit has to be connected with the protection circuit.

The control circuits, powered from a transformer and not connected to the protective circuit, have to be fitted with
a device for check of the insulation state, e.g. current protectors, which report connection with dead part of the
machine or automatically interrupts the control circuits' power supply.

5.5. Input and output units in electronic circuits, from the perspective of safety, are connected to the side of the control
circuit, not connected with the control circuit.

5.6. IN case any fault of an auxiliary function (e.g. cooling, lubrication, cuttings' removal) could endanger the operator,
machine  or  the  job,  all  drives,  which  could  cause  this  dangerous  state,  have  to  be  stopped,  or  safety  has  to  be
ensured in another way. According to standards ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2 and ČSN EN ISO 14118.

5.7. Transformers, rectifiers and switchgear may be usually loaded up to 70% of permitted nominal values of planned
types of operation.

6. Installation

6.1. If reasonable, all electrical equipment will be centralized in one distribution box. Only instruments, which due to its
function  have  to  be  located  at  a  particular  place  of  the  machine,  such  as  push  buttons,  manual  controls,  end
switches, clutches, motors etc., are located on the machine. In case of larger sets, where one distributor box is
reserved only for programming device and documentation, his box has to be situated next to the cabinet with the
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control system. In other connection cabinets (such as control cabinets and panels), connectors for programming
device and Ethernet communication have to installed. Has to be consulted with ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert
department. Distributor panels' design and free-standing distribution boxes have to comply with ČSN EN 61439-1
iss. 2

6.2. Part generating heat have to be located in a way, which prevents heating of other parts inside the housing above
the permissible limit, see manufacturer's catalogue values. The power and control part has to be separated by at
least one partition or, in case of larger sets, placed on a separate distributor panel. In case of external cooling
supply the air into the distributor box through a filter. The power part has to be located as the first from the left.
Low-consumption appliances have to have priority in new electrical equipment.

6.3. Install the switchgear, e.g. contactors, timing relays, protective equipment and also line terminals, horizontally on a
rail according to ČSN EN 60715.

6.4. All parts of electrical equipment have to be located to allow easy access for replacement. The have to be arranged
to allow identification without the need for removal or disconnection of the wires. All guidelines for instrument
placement have to be observed, see ČSN EN 60664-1 iss. 2. Control instruments are considered as easily accessible,
if they can be replaced without special tools within 10 minutes.

6.5. Distribution boxes and switching boxes, their accesses (doors) respectively, have to be installed outside electrically
protected fences (protective grill). Within only with the consent of ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert department.

6.6. Lines with a risk of tearing, moving lines or lines in a cable chain have to be plug-in version on both ends. Electrical
structural parts of a machine, changing its location, have to connected through a connector. Cables must be highly
flexible.

6.7. For devices, requiring functional check or frequent replacement, have to be accessible without the need of
disassembly of another device or part of a machine, except opening doors or removing a safeguard. The
instruments have to be located at 0.4m to 2m above the access plane.

6.8. Modules and instruments may not be arranged on side walls, behind the distributor's installation plate or frame.

6.9. Connection terminals of instruments and disconnection terminal bars have to be arranged to:
· be located at least 0.3m above the access plane and to allow connection of all necessary wires,
· allow access to the opening without disassembly of other machine parts,
· place the opening in a horizontal plane.

6.10. The design of power distributors has to comply, including prescribed tests, with the requirements of ČSN EN 61439-
1 iss. 2 Locks, latches and keys have to comply with the requirements of ČSN 35 9750 and ITS 1.09. The distributor
covers have to be adequate to the effects, to which it will be exposed, such as dust, fumes, oils, coolants, cuttings,
risk of mechanical damage etc. The distributors have to be cooled with forced circulation.

6.11. Ambient temperature of the distributor box may not affect the safety, service life and reliability of components
inside the distributor and process control.

The temperature inside the distributor box may not exceed the prescribed operational values of individual
components.
In case of temperatures exceeding 40°C a  distributor  cooler  has  to  be  installed,  see  chap.  16.  Low-consumption
cooling equipment has priority (e.g. efficient AC units, thermo-electrical cooler etc.), but maximal utilization of
passive cooling and correct installation using the gaps between them for correct air circulation is recommended.
Calculation of thermal losses is part of the documentation.

Appropriate cooling measures have to be selected based on the detected overall dissipated power.

The distributor box cooling has to be interrupted by a door switch after opening of the door of the distributor box.
The function of the ventilation and AC devices has to be monitored, faulty function or failures have to be reported.
Exceeding the alarm temperature (XX°C) in the distributor box has to display a message on the main operator's
panel and after 30 minutes  "end of cycle stop" has to be initiated. The message must be confirmable.

6.12. The openings for inlet and outlet of the cooling air have to be protected against penetration of water, oil, cuttings,
dust, welding scales etc. All openings in covers, including openings in the floor or base, have to be covered, to
maintain protection required for the particular equipment. Unused grommets have to be removed and the openings
sealed.
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6.13. It is recommended the cabinets with electrical equipment have doors with vertical hinges, which can be unhung if
possible. The opening angle of the door has to be at least 135°. The opening angle of the door has to be
guaranteed even after installation of distributor boxes. The standard door height is 0.6m, base height is 0.2m and
the  distributor  box  height  is  2m.  Distributor  boxes  have  to  be  fitted  with  closing  devices  according  to  ITS  1.09.
Pockets for electrical documentation have to be fitted on the inside of the door. Each group of distributor boxes or
panels has to have one folding table for the programming device. In case of issue of project technical specification
(so called Lastenheft - Technical specification), the design dimensions of distributor boxes apply. The access to the
control devices has to comply with the requirements of ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2.

6.14. A device, manufactured according to the client's requirements, has to have at least 20% of free space inside the
distributor box to allow modifications or additions at a later stage. It is 10% for machines from serial production.

The reserve applies to instruments of individual functional groups as well  as to terminal  bars (connecting strips),
wire connecting channels, tilting frames, plug-in points in SPS for I/O cards and programme memory. In case of bus
systems (e.g. Profinet module) a space for installation of modules has to be left min. 10 %.

6.15. Under any circumstances may the following be installed into the distributor boxes or spaces with electric
equipment:
· mechanical parts and equipment, which have to be accessible during the machine's operation,
· moving parts, e.g. rotating shafts,
· equipment for mechanical regulation, which is not part of the electrical equipment of the machine,
· hydraulic or pneumatic part,
· pneumatic module logics are an exception - this devices are installed into small distributor boxes directly to

the elements (valves, cylinders etc.). Agreement with the supplier is necessary.

6.16. All gas and liquid media, necessary or supply of the machine, have to be controlled. If manufacturing downtimes are
expected, advance warning has to be added to the control system prior to the full stop of the machine. In case of
exceeding or not achieving limit values respectively, or in case of deactivation of control devices, the machine has
to be eventually immediately stopped at the end of the cycle.

7. Wires and cables - connection

7.1. Cables and wires with full core may not be used in the installation of machinery. Stipulations of ČSN EN 60204-
1 iss. 2 have to be observed.

Conductors subject to frequent movement (operational movement) have to be flexible cables, designed for this
purpose. Operational movements means movement in average at least once in an hour. For multicore cables (with
more than 5 cores) reserve of 10% has to be calculated.

7.2. The cable insulation has to match the particular environment and mechanical strain. In aggressive environments,
where the cable comes in contact with the cutting emulsions, oils, welding scales and other aggressive substances,
PUR cables have to be used (e.g. for sensors, valves, bus modules etc.).

7.3. Cross-sections and types of conductors have to be determined with respect to the working environment. In
general, wires are rated according to ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2, ČSN 33 2000-5-52 iss. 2, ČSN 33 2000-4-43 iss. 2, ČSN 33
2000-4-473.

7.4. For installation of the machine with a junction box and a control panel outside, multicore coated lines or cables will
be used. Conductors and cables for installation may not be bent in a sharp angle. Minimal radius of bending has to
comply with ČSN 50565 -1, 2. Optical cable has to be installed in a cable tray with minimal radius. Typical radius of
bending with one bend is a ten times the diameter of the cable, for moving cable twenty times the diameter of the
cable. In case of use of a protective tube, very flexible plastic hoses, resistant against tread, or braided flexible
protective steel tubes, attached at the end to the structure, may be used.

In case of use of a decentralized periphery, e.g. bus box for sensors/controllers, the minimum length to the end
device is five meters. The use of Y branches is permitted only for sensors or controllers with relevant functions, e.g.
position  of  a  cylinder  in  the  front  and  in  the  back.  The  Y  branch  may  not  be  plugged  directly  onto  a  box  for
sensors/controllers, but it has to be led by a five-core line to the instrument as close as possible, 1 meter maximum,
and installed there.
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The  instruments  built  in  doors  or  tilting  frames  have  to  be  connected  by  a  multicore  line  or  flexible  lines  in  a
protective hose. Ascending routes of cables over 2 meters have to be fixed to a cable ladder or tray in designated
places.

The connection has to be conducted in a sufficient length and clearly arranged, to allow quick and easy
replacement of instruments, eventually testing. Only copper (Cu) is acceptable as conductive material. Cross-
sections of used conductors according to ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2 (minimal cross-section for internal lines in a
distribution box is 0.75mm2, for controls 0.2mm2 and external lines outside the distribution box 1mm2).

7.5. All connections have to be in terminals or plugged into a connector. Soldered connections are not acceptable, data
and measuring lines are an exception. All ends of wires in screwed connections have to be fitted with individual
sleeves or cable eyes (pressed connections). Sleeves have to be used with spring leaf retainers at the ends of the
wires. Two or more wires may not be used together. Bridges may be used to extend the number of terminals in a
terminal bar. Terminals are numbered according to the wiring diagram. Only one wire may be connected to each
terminal. In exceptional cases max. two wires on the output.

No terminals, connectors or other connections inside the cable channels may be used.

In serial machines we expect a reserve of terminals of 10% and in special machines 15%.

7.6. Numbering  of  terminals  it  ascends  from  left  to  right,  from  bottom  to  top  respectively.  The  terminals  in  one
switching group are marked in a distribution box in uninterrupted ascending sequence starting from 1. Letters may
be used only for network terminals, potentials (such as e.g. j, n, m etc.) and control terminals. Multiple terminals with
the same name are not permitted, but terminals with the same potential in distribution boxes may have the same
numbers. The marking of basic potentials, such as N-light blue and PE-yellow-green, has to be maintained for the
terminals as well.

8. Lines - bushings, integrated spaces and outlet connections

8.1. All wires have to lead from a terminals to a terminal in a sufficient length. The connections have to be sufficiently
secured against disconnection, soldered connections are not acceptable, ends of wires may not be under
mechanical strain, which applies especially for the connection of moving parts. These have to be connected by
flexible wires.

Connecting lines have to be of a sufficient length to allow easy replacement of instruments.

For lines with five or more cores we require at least 10% reserve cores for the purpose of modifications and repairs.
Main current lines and motor connections are an exception.

8.2. Wires of control circuits and of the same output may be lead together in channels, trays, troughs, hoses, tubes or
may be lead in multicore cable. Data, bus and measuring lines have to be installed separately from power lines and
sufficiently shielded. Lines with different output have to be installed in separate partitions, e.g. control circuits
24Vdc separately from 400Vac power supply. Hydraulic and pneumatic lines may not be lead along electric cables
and lines in channels or troughs. Power conductive chains are an exception. Energetic conductive chains have to
use partitions between lines.

8.3. The installation material for distribution has to comply with the requirements of ČSN EN 50085-1 iss. 2 and ČSN EN
60204-1 iss. 2. Troughs, trays and tubes for installation of lines have to be located to avoid a danger of mechanical
damage, to be sufficiently strong, in standard versions. In case of installation in walkways solid grates or catwalks
have  to  be  installed  for  mechanical  strength.  The  thickness  of  an  enclosed  steel  tray  min.  2.5  mm  In  case  of
installation of a tray on a structure between a machine and a distribution box has to be at a height at least 2.5m
above ground. All  trays and troughs have to be covered. The nominal cross-section of all cable trays or troughs
may be filled to max. 80%.

8.4. In humid or wet areas the cables to electrical instruments have to be lead from the bottom. In case of cables
lead from the side, the cable has to have a drip bend, to prevent penetration of humidity into the instrument along
the cable. Leading the cable from the top is not acceptable.

8.5. Interference between lines from capacitively or inductively transferred voltage has to be prevented. Has to be
consulted with ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert department.
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8.6. Metallic hoses may be used only for small movements, which do not repeat frequently. They have to be reliably
connected with a protective circuit  and protected against penetration of oil,  coolant or dust.  Has to be consulted
with ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert department.

8.7. Wire colour code
Colour code of power wires and cables has to comply with the requirements of ČSN EN 60446 iss. 4, ČSN 33 0166
iss. 2 and ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2. Phase conductors have to be black, brown or grey in colour. The wires of the non-
disconnectable circuit before the master switch have to be marked with orange colour.

8.8. Colour code of individual conductors
· for protective conductor      -  green/yellow
· for central conductor     -  light blue
· for AC power circuits      -  black
· for AC control circuits      -  red
· for DC control circuits      -  dark blue
· blocking control circuits supplied from external sources -       -  orange
· wires of non-disconnectable circuit before the master switch      -  orange
· temporary electrical installation      -  white

8.9. In decentralized electronic systems, to make detection of a fault easier, measurement points have to be installed
outside the fence. These measurement points have to be marked according to the diagram with a potential symbol
of the inspection measuring point, easily accessible, sufficiently insulated, in sufficient distance, to allow
connection of measuring conductors.

8.10. outlet connection
Moving and removable machine parts, see ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2, which change its position, are connected through
outlets. The supply side of the circuit always has to be connected into the outlet housing. The outlets have to be
secured against accidental disconnection or extraction. outlets, which are not used, have to be covered by covers.
In case multiple outlets and forks are fitted on a machine, these have to be marked by codes. Outlets for different
voltages have to be not interchangeable. Grommets, which are not used, have to be covered to maintain protection
of the distribution box.

Single-phase 230-V outlets have to be with protective pin (not Schuko), connected to a protective conductor. The
outlets in distribution boxes, designed for maintenance, programming instruments etc., have to be connected
before the master switch by an orange wire and marked by a safety label reading "Warning dangerous voltage even
with master switch in OFF position".

9. Drive and control elements

9.1. General terms
For drives and control elements, the standard ČSN EN 60146-1-X has to be observed. Basic requirements for drive
equipment is specified in ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2. Parallel switching of contacts to increase output is not permissible.
To prevent overvoltage or change of poles during power-down (clutches, breaks and solenoids) we use limiting
elements, which limit the voltage to a permissible value. Limiting elements are located on switching electrical
elements in distribution boxes, or are integrated in solenoid connectors.

All connections of valves and sensors through connectors with signalling diode. Hardware connection in series of
parallel connection for checking sensors is not acceptable (proximity sensor, end switches etc.).

Motors have to be connected through quickly removable connections (connector) with a control contact for
reporting  into  the  control  system.  Motors  with  higher  output  have  to  be  connected  through  terminals  or  quick-
disconnect blocks, see motor manufacturer, chap. 16.

9.2. Selection
All drives and control elements have to be designed for 100-% time of connection. Motors for short or interrupted
operation may be designed differently. The permissible output has to be marked on name plates of all motors.

9.3. Installation
All drives and control elements (motors, clutches, breaks, solenoids and lift magnets) and also applicable terminal
bars and plugs are installed to allow easy maintenance and testing without the use of special tools. The access to
other parts of the machine, requiring maintenance, may not be affected.
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Functional characteristics (e.g. direction of rotation, opened/closed etc.) have to be placed permanently outside on
the machine, secured against mistakes and clearly visible with safeguards in place.

9.4. Motors
Electric motors have to comply with the requirements of ČSN EN 60034-8 iss. 2. Special motors may be used only in
necessary cases. It requires a written consent of ŠKODA AUTO a.s.

In permanent operation of three-phase motors, supplied by a converter, the nominal frequency may not be
exceeded. In case lower nominal frequency is used in permanent operation, external cooling has to be rated and
fitted accordingly.

Bearings with permanent lubrication filling or bearings with automatic lubrication cup are used exclusively. Motor
dimensions  from  the  normalization  perspective  have  to  comply  with  ČSN  IEC  72-X.  All  conductors  have  to  be
protected against short circuit. The nominal current of fuses or preset breaking current has to be as low as possible,
but adequate to starting currents of motors,  pull-up current of transformers etc.  All  motors have to be protected
against overloading. Use a fuse, where a circuit breaker cannot be used. The signal from protection has to be
reported by the control system. Protection elements have to be introduced on all phases. The same applies to
protection of outlet circuits. The power of electric motors has to be adjusted for the mechanical power
requirements of the machine. The motors have to be fitted with thermal protection against overloading. Only one
motor may be connected to the protection against overloading.

The motors have to be protected against overspeed. In case of irks of damage to the tool or the job may
occur with over- or under-speed of the drive, the equipment has to switch off the drive safely. We recommend the
use of AC motors with natural of forced cooling, with protection of min. IP44 according to ČSN EN 60529. In certain
cases forced cooling is required. If the necessary data is not available, it is assumed all asynchronous LV motors up
to 10kW have to be started with wye-delta switch or with soft start according to requirements in ČSN 33 2190. The
following facts have to be considered during the selection of the output:
· network characteristics at the connection point
· transformer output in the distribution system
· power supplier guidelines

Power motors require assessment of the supply distribution box from the perspective of the need of installation of
power-factor compensation, see standard ČSN EN 61921.

Easy tensioning or replacements of belts, chains and adjustment of couplings have to be guaranteed.

Free access has to be provided to all places on the motor or transmission equipment, requiring a regular
maintenance (e.g. brushes, lubricant fillings, connectors etc.). Use of motors with reduced power consumption
IE3 according to ČSN EN 60034-30 is required. Motors with efficiency class IE2 may be used only in reasonable cases
with documented efficiency or declared application-relevant reasons. Its use has to be consulted and approved by
ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert department.

If  the  motor's  name plate  is  not  legible  after  installation,  another  plate  has  to  be  attached  in  its  vicinity,  clearly
visible and legible. In case of a frequency asynchronous motor the manufacturer's guidelines and ČSN EN 60146-1-1
iss. 2 have to be observed. The arrow indicating he direction of rotation has to be clearly placed next to the motor.

10. Machine lighting

The lighting of the workplace of final operation, inspection, rework etc. is governed by ITS 2.00, or the lighting
concept for these workplaces has to be stipulated by a technical specification.

Machinery lighting has to be suitable for the particular manufacturing operation according to ČSN EN 12464-1, see
ITS  1.25,  e.g.  for  general  production  up  to 500lux, workplace for fine operations 750-1000lux. The stroboscopic
effect has to be prevented in case of lighting by fluorescent tubes or discharge tubes. Special attention has to be
paid to anti-glare lighting. The supplier is obliged to ensure protocols of lighting measurement, see ITS 2.00.

Machine lighting circuits have to comply with ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2. Adjustable lamps have to be suitable for shop
installation with an anti-glare grill, with 24-V power supply and have to comply with protection for the conditions at
hand. Lighting failure may not be the cause of machine downtime. Lighting wiring has to be consulted with the
equipment owner.

The lighting of the distribution box for a box panel has to be wired through a separate positioning switch.
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Anti-glare protection, e.g. for welding technology in shielding gas and pin welding, has to be provided.

11. Markings

11.1. The supplier has to mark all safeguards and covers of areas, covering electrical equipment, with the "electric
lightning bolt" according to ČSN EN 60204-1 ed.2.

11.2. El. equipment of the machine has to be fitted with a sufficiently large label with description, from where is the
equipment powered.

11.3. The label contents has to comply with ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2.

11.4. All replaceable parts have to be marked with the manufacturer' name and other data, enabling its replacement
according to ČSN EN 81346 -1.2.

11.5. All distributors, electrical instruments, terminals, connectors, cables and wires of a machine have to be permanently
marked identically with the drawings. Every single instrument of the electrical equipment has to be marked on the
side  on  a  solid  plate  and  on  the  supply  wire,  if  possible.  Use  clip-on  labels  to  mark  individual  wires,  e.g.  to  the
machine's coil, so the marking is visible and non-destructible. Marking using steel labels or engraved plastic plates
guarantees long-term legibility and prevents erasure. These labels are bolted or riveted to a fixed part of the
distribution box or machine. Size and type of letters has to provide good legibility. The colour of description may not
blend with the label base. Handwritten description is not acceptable.

11.6. Special attention has to be paid to marking of circuits, which are not disconnected by the master switch. Part 3.4.

11.7. Both ends of cables and wires have to be marked. Colour coding of wires in cables to the sensors may be used. The
marking is not required only for wires connected into a connector (e.g. SPS I/O card) due to limited space. Wires,
connected on bars (e.g. PE or N) have to be described by particular line numbers. The guidelines for cable and wire
marking has to be approved by ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert department.

11.8. Control elements, such as buttons, wires, switches etc., have to be clearly and permanently marked using an
uncoded function, either on the element itself, or next to it.  Symbols may be used only as auxiliary marking.

11.9. All inputs and outputs of electrical equipment have to be marked with addresses. Input output cards have to be
marked with absolute and symbolic addressing. In case of replacement of structural elements, the marking has to
be maintained on the connection points.

12. Control technology

Control technology according to ITS 5.13.

13. Elements' selection

13.1. Only elements according to release document are allowed, see chapter 16. Deviations have to be approved and
confirmed in writing on a form ITS 1.03.  Only identical  parts of one factory product have to be used for the same
functional purposes within one piece of equipment. This applies to standardized parts as well. An exception may be
granted and confirmed in writing only in reasonable cases. For larger projects specification (reduction) of used
elements may take place through selection from released components chapter 16, ITS 1.11 (e.g. project technical
submission).

13.2. All electrical elements are used only in original condition without any modifications. For illustration, the following is
unacceptable:
· drilling holes for attachment,
· removal of any parts,
· change of shaft end,
· modifications of standard hardware and software of the equipment's manufacturer.

13.3. The switches have to be selected based on switching frequency, so the the service life of mechanical and electrical
parts matches the machine's life.
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13.4. The switch gear for electro-magnetic drives, such as e.g. clutches, breaks and solenoids, have to be rated for the
service life of at least 10 millions of switching cycles.

13.5. Control and command elements have to reliably withstand the current of 2A. All above mentioned does not apply to
remote control and command elements.

13.6. The selection of electronic modules, such as e.g. power electronics, electronic equipment, has to be approved in
writing. The supplier's obligation is to submit the list of the used electrical elements for a written approval. In
case  a  release  list  of  components  for  an  individual  project  has  been approved and issued in  advance,  these
elements do not require further approval.

14. Acceptance in advance at the supplier's, acceptance, commissioning, inspection of electrical equipment

14.1. General terms
The process is specified in ITS 1.01.

Acceptance in advance takes place at the supplier's. For large technology sets, such as transfer welding and
assembly lines, partial acceptance takes place, e.g. electrical equipment + distribution boxes, and overall verification
of functions takes place on site at the client's premises during commissioning of the equipment.

Acceptance - final acceptance takes place after completion of all installation works and commissioning of the
machine.

Inspection of electrical equipment
The machinery documentation must include the requirements placed on the machinery power supply, namely a
cross  section  of  supply  conductors,  type  and  current  value  of  the  front-end  protection.  The  machinery  must  be
connected and protected in compliance with requirements specified in the documentation.

After the machinery is connected, an electrical inspection of the power supply must be carried out. The inspection
of the machinery is performed by an inspection engineer with certificate according to Art. 9 of Reg. 50/78 Coll.,
before handing it over to the acceptance process. The inspection report is provided by the supplier of the power
supply with the above specified certificate, or this activity, associated with the inspection of the electrical
equipment, will be ordered from a company, authorized to issue an inspection by the Technical Inspection of the
Czech Republic.

The supplier shall present protocols on performed tests for verification of the electric safety of the machinery as
per  ČSN  EN  60204-1  iss.2  that  will  include  the  machinery  manufacturer,  name,  type,  serial  number,  year  of
production and other necessary information. Verification in the following scope shall be performed for each
machinery: Art. 18.1. verification that the electrical equipment complies with the technical documentation, Art. 18.2
verification of conditions for the protection by automatic disconnection of the electric power supply, Art. 18.6
functional tests. Other tests required in articles 18.3, 18.4, 18.5 and 18.7 will be stated for equipment where
applicable.

If the machinery contains its own protection of electrical circuits, the supplier shall include an attachment to the
protocol on electrical safety verification, which will specify individual circuits and the performed measurements
(insulating resistance, switch loop impedance, connection of the protective circuit, measurement of current
protectors, etc.). Each circuit will include a sequence number, identification and type of the protection equipment,
current value with switch-off characteristics. The attachment will also state all protection equipment included in
the machine, as well as reserve outlets. This attachment will be used for subsequent planned verification of the
electrical equipment of the machine.
* Attachment to the protocol on verification of the electrical safety of the machinery including the ŠA (no. 3305)
form The event developer must provide this form to the supplier.

The supplier shall submit protocols on routine tests of electrical distribution boxes as per ČSN EN 61439-1, iss. 2

Documents on performed tests must be included in the accompanying documentation of the machinery.

14.2. Commissioning
The commissioning includes, among other:
· functional tests of inputs and outputs,
· set-up of motors' protective devices,
· testing of communication equipment,
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· testing of all external control devices,
· function testing and commissioning of process blocks,
· functional tests of authorized process in individual types of operation,
· failure reporting simulation.

The commissioning is considered completed when all acceptance requirements are fulfilled. Programming and
service instruments, necessary for commissioning and programming, will be supplied by the supplier of the
equipment. The current version of SW and HW documentation (technical specifications, program print-outs, data
media) have to be permanently available on site for the owner's (client's) use.

The partner of the installation supervision, responsible for commissioning, will be informed about the performed
actions. The supplier has to provide suitable replacement instruments for the period of commissioning. The supply
of spare material will not be implemented by the client.

14.3. Tests  and  verifications  of  safety  of  the  electrical  equipment  according  to  ČSN  EN  60204-1  iss.  2  for  distribution
boxes ČSN EN 61439-1 iss. 2. The measured values will be listed in the initial report will form its appendix. The
supplier will present protocols of performed functional tests according to ČSN EN 60204-1 iss. 2 especially regarding
the safety and work protection, see project guideline e.g. 9 E 3117. The manufacturer is obliged to present upon
request the risk analysis for individual workplaces for inspection, according to the applicable legislation, including
HW electrical wiring, see ITS 1.01 par. 3.2.

14.4. Acceptance record
Additional Provision see ITS 1.01.

14.5. Acceptance prerequisites
All basic technical values, contained in the contract will be observed. Inspection report on the electrical equipment
and inspection of the power supply will be presented.

More see specifications in ITS 1.01. The documentation has to match the actual version and has to be prepared in
Czech language, including the translation of the drawings.

For special equipment the following documents are required:
· For equipment, which is subject to tests by the client, all documents for tests according to the contract have

to be presented prior to commissioning
· For equipment for the environment with explosion hazard it is required the certificate from the manufacturer

is confirmed by a State authorized test facility.
· For electrical instruments, used as protective equipment (e.g. protection against overfilling, leak indication) in

equipment working with substances hazardous to water or with flammable liquids, the design approval of
ŠKODA AUTO a.s. has to be documented.

The costs of tests and required documents are born by the supplier.

14.6. Machinery familiarization
The operating and maintenance personnel will receive instructions for operation of the machine. The duration can
be adjusted according to requirements. The supplier, in his offer, will submit the scope and costs of additional
familiarization with hardware, software. Adequate materials from documentation have to be provided to
participants  of  the  familiarization  class.  The  supplier  is  obliged  to  prepare  a  curriculum of  topics  and  submit  the
attendance list of the familiarized employees. The supplier is obliged, prior to the date of acceptance and operation
commencement by the owner (client), to conduct documented familiarization of the operating and maintenance
personnel, see ITS 1.01 a 1.18.

The familiarization with machinery has to address the following topics in detail:
· overall function of the machinery,
· automation concept,
· hardware installation,
· installation concept,
· operation concept and reporting (e.g. operational and failure reports),
· software structure,
· aggregate modules (aggregate module, coupling module),
· data coupling structure (e.g. data exchange between machine control and superset equipment),
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· possible intervention in order to change parameters and texts have to be explained and shown on practical
examples,

· failure detection and its monitoring based on documentation, e.g. with the help of the programming
instrument.

15. Electrical technical documents

15.1. HW electrical documentation.
The documentation for new machines and equipment has to be prepared in Eplan CAE-System in version according
to ITS 1.01. Guideline specification for EPLAN according to ITS 5.13.

The electrical documentation, in case of modifications, overhauls, expansion of the current machinery and
equipment, can be, after agreement with ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert department, maintained in the original EPLAN
version , but at least version 5.7.

Along with data media (non-rewritable CD, DVD), the documentation has to be presented in hard copy as well, in
the A4 format. DIN drawing for the machine's installation has to contain all data, necessary for the implementation
of  preparatory  works  for  the  machine's  installation.  The  documentation  has  to  contain  data  for  the  selection  of
type, characteristics and nominal current of the over-current protection device, which has to be installed at the
beginning of the supply line, and its parameters. Drawings for installation of the machine have to contain
dimensions and routes of cable channels, troughs and trays, which have to be prepared in the machine base. The
location plan of the layout of individual elements, located within the equipment.

15.2. SW Documentation
The form of individual parts of SW documentation (e.g. SPS control, robot control) has to be consulted with ŠKODA
AUTO a.s. expert departments and confirmed in writing. Guideline specification for SW documentation according to
ITS 1.05 and 5.13.

The following has to be supplied as well:
· Program on non-rewritable CD, DVD with original description of the SW expiration.
· During the acceptance into operation the list of all SW and firmware versions, including a change list, has to be

provided. All changes of versions, including information (who approved and implemented the change), will be
recorded in it.

· The parameters of supplied communication systems and access passwords.
· SW documentation has to be supplied on DIN A4 sheets. The contents and form of the documentation has to

be agreed with ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert departments and confirmed in writing.
For  various  projects  and  different  clients  within  VW  Group  specific  conditions  for  electric  wiring,  marking,
programming may be specified by e.g. project specifications, so called Lastenheft, such as group guidelines  10-E-
xxxxx etc.

In such case it is necessary to submit all documents for approval by ŠKODA AUTO a.s. expert departments prior to
commencement of design works.

15.3. List of functional units, bill of materials
The list of functional units, bill of material, is an integral part of the electrical documentation and also a printout of
.XLS worksheet with a list of quick-wear parts will be presented during the acceptance.

The list of functional units has to comply with the guideline for SAP PM module.

It has to contain all electrical instruments and appliances with data necessary for ordering of spare parts:
· functional labelling in diagram,
· description,
· main data (power, speed, voltage, current, frequency, protection, insulation class etc.),
· manufacturer's name and instrument type,
· quantity of identical instruments, appliances of parts within the equipment,
· specification of cross section, version and cable insulation.

15.4. Maintenance, adjustment and regular inspection instructions
Maintenance, adjustment and regular inspection instructions have to contain: among other:
· Preventive maintenance and regular inspection plan,
· instructions for maintenance, including instructions necessary for replacement of certain parts,
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· adjustment instructions,
· specify periods of parts subject to accelerated wear,
· specify  possible  risks  according  to  ČSN  EN  ISO  12100,  and  in  case  of  need  submit  an  analysis  protocol  for

inspection,
· for each instrument used (e.g. drives, controllers, control structural elements) provide appropriate

manuals/description.

15.5. Topographical drawing or layout table
Has to contain information for machines about location of individual parts of electrical equipment. Individual
functional units, such as e.g. terminal bars, sliding units, partial sets, modules, have to be labelled identically in
relevant diagrams and tables.  It  also has to contain diagrams of the layout of instruments,  cabinets and terminal
boxes. Safety layout concept and all elements of personal safety.

15.6. List of quick-wear spare parts.
This list has to contain a list of parts, which are recommended for stock, due to its accelerated wear.

15.7.  The machine is delivered with an attachment to the protocol on verification of the electrical safety of the
machinery including the ŠKODA AUTO a.s. form (No. 3305). The event developer must provide this form to the
supplier (e.g., ŠKODA AUTO, a.s., planning department), this attachment will be included as an .xls file on data
carriers.

16. Release list of electrical elements

The listed components are generally specified and required for all machine and machinery deliveries, but also for
general repairs and overhauls. The list of released components will be provided by PSZ department upon request.

The supplier is obliged to use for a delivery to ŠKODA AUTO a.s. only released components according to ITS 1.11

In case use of non-released components is necessary, the supplier is obliged to submit a request for issue of an
exception from ITS with additional justification of application in ŠKODA AUTO a.s., for approval and revision by the
PSZ expert department - Methodology and standardization.

The supplier has to submit a list of selected components to the client for approval.

In exceptional cases of delivery of equipment, designed for special application in non-production areas, such as e.g.
test facilities, classrooms, labs etc., providing the equipment cannot be built from standard components and
operate it reasonably, other components may be used. The supplier is obliged to report eventual deviations in
assembly of the technical  submission and submit the solution for approval  in writing by ŠKODA AUTO a.s.  expert
department.

16.1. Control buttons, switches and master switches
Gris for drilling according to ČSN EN 60947-5-1 iss. 2

Schneider Electric EATON-MOELLER
Siemens ABB

16.2. Control panels and technological computers with touch-screens

GE Siemens
Phoenix Contact

16.3. Large information tables, command reporting devices and information systems

Siebert Siemens
Wibond

16.4. Warning systems - signal lights, beacons and sirens

Siemens Turck
Balluff Murrelektronik
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16.5. Mechanical limit switches
Primarily according to EN 50041.

Balluff Siemens
Euchner Schneider Electric

16.6. Inductive and capacitive sensors, accessories
All sensors of cylindrical shape have to be in a housing, resistant against impact, liquids and temperatures (e.g.
metallic or special plastic housing) with connector and LED signalling. Sensors of a rectangular shape have to be
fitted with M12 connector or, for safety elements, with certified EMC connector. All with min. IP 67 protection. The
connector has to be fitted with indication LED for condition check.  In case it  is  not possible to comply with it  for
technical reasons, the design has to be consulted with ŠKODA AUTO a.s.

Balluff Turck
IFM - Electronic Pepperl+Fuchs
Sick Di-soric
Wenglor

16.7. Connector passive mergers for sensors, valves, accessory

Balluff Turck
Pepperl+Fuchs Weidmüller
Murrelektronik

16.8. Safety mechanical switches of access door and openings
Design according to ČSN EN ISO 14119 with CE certificate.

Schneider Electric Euchner
Sick Schmersal
Balluff ABB

16.9. Safety remote sensors of access doors and openings
Design according to ČSN EN ISO 14119  with CE certificate.

Pilz Schmersal
Euchner

16.10. Safety switching modules

Pilz Schneider Electric
ABB Sick
Siemens Phoenix Contact

16.11. Single-beam optical sensors

Sick Balluff
IFM - Electronic di-soric
Pepperl+Fuchs Turck

16.12. Optical safety curtains, barriers and grills

Sick Leuze – Lumiflex
Fiessler

16.13. Safety switching pads with accessories

ASO  Contra
ABB
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16.14. Pressure switches
According to ITS 1.12 eventually according to ITS 1.13

16.15. Pressure, flow, temperature monitors

Turck IFM – Electronic
Sick Phoenix Contact

16.16. Angle measurement absolute, incremental sensors

Balluff Heidenhain
Sick TR-Electronic GmbH
Pepperl+Fuchs

16.17. Linear measuring systems

Balluff Heidenhain Turck
Sick Pepperl+Fuchs

16.18. Mechanical protection elements
Power protection, current relays, circuit breakers, motor thermal protection, safety elements and automats
according to ČSN EN 60715, ČSN EN 50011.

Siemens Schneider Electric
EATON-MOELLER Jean-Müller
OEZ ABB

16.19. Electronic protection elements

Weidmueller Phoenix Contact
Murrelektronik Jean-Müller

16.20. Switching technology - contactors, motor starters, master switches, reversing switches

Schneider Electric Siemens
EATON-MOELLER ABB

16.21. 3-phase motors

SEW-Eurodrive Bauer
Nord Siemens

16.22. DC, AC-servo drives
Use has to be approved in advance by ŠKODA AUTO a.s.

Rexroth Bosch Group Siemens
SEW-Eurodrive

16.23. Frequency converters
Use has to be approved in advance by ŠKODA AUTO a.s.

SEW-Eurodrive Rexroth Bosch Group
Siemens ABB

16.24. Decentralised frequency converters and motor switches
Use and bus type has to be approved in advance by ŠKODA AUTO a.s.

SEW-Eurodrive Phoenix Contact
Siemens
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16.25. Automatic EHB drive systems

Siemens, Flender, LJU SEW-Eurodrive
VAHLE-DETO

16.26. Light connectors

Lapp Kabel Harting
ESCHA-Turck Siemens
Wieland Pepperl+Fuchs
Weidmüler Murrelektronik
Phoenix Contact

16.27. Heavy connectors

Harting Lapp Kabel
Weidmüler Phoenix Contact
Wieland

16.28. Clamps, terminal bars, accessory

Wago Weidmüller
Murrelektronik Jean-Müller
Phoenix Contact Siemens

16.29. Cable trays, line-bearing systems and accessories

OBO Bettermann Niedax
Kopos Kolín

16.30. Control distribution boxes and accessories
Version  system  Lütze  „LSC  B”  or  „LSC  C“.  Implementation  method  has  to  be  consulted  with  ŠKODA  AUTO  a.s.
expert department.

Rittal ABB
Del - Žďár nad Sázavou Häwa
TVD – Slavičín

16.31. Compact distribution boxes and small cabinets

Rittal Sarel

Del - Žďár nad Sázavou Hensel

16.32. Air-conditioning units
Unless specified otherwise, AC unit has to be installed on doors or the side of the distribution box.

Rittal Pfannenberg
Häwa

16.33. Programmable control systems
Use has to be approved in advance by ŠKODA AUTO a.s.

Siemens Phoenix Contact
GE
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16.34. Technological computers - without a touchscreen

Siemens B&R
Phoenix Contact

16.35. Bus systems

Profibus Profinet
Interbus S IO-link

16.36. Decentralized peripheries I/O module systems
Use and selected components have to be approved by ŠKODA AUTO a.s. in advance.

Siemens Turck
Phoenix Contact Murrelektronik
GE Balluff

16.37. Programable safety control technology, bus Safety systems
Use and selected components have to be approved by ŠKODA AUTO a.s. in advance.

Pilz Siemens
Phoenix Contact GE

16.38. Network data elements, switches, routers
Use and selected components have to be approved by ŠKODA AUTO a.s. in advance.

Siemens Phoenix Contact
Murrelektronik GE
Harting

16.39. Identification systems
Use and selected components have to be approved by ŠKODA AUTO a.s. in advance.

Pepperl+Fuchs Balluff
Sick Turck
Siemens Harting

16.40. Uninterruptible Power Source

Siemens Phoenix Contact

APC Eaton
Murrelektronik

16.41. Overvoltage protection

Phoenix Contact ABB
Hakel Dehn + Söhne
Saltek

16.42. Power Supplies

Phoenix Contact Siemens
Weidmüller Murrelektronik

16.43. Optical monitoring systems

Sick Keyence
IFM Turck
Cognex Siemens
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16.44. Measurement of energy consumption

Phoenix Contact Siemens
Turck Festo
IFM Weidmueller


